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Why are we able to recognize melodies in our first days of life? Why does making music actually
switch off the genes that signal stress? It is because music is part of who we are at the deepest
level—and we don't need any special talent or training to harness its power to enhance our lives.
With Music Medicine, music therapist Christine Stevens presents an information-packed
resource, filled with scientifically-based practices for accessing and attuning to the natural
healing properties of music. Drawing from a wealth of research and her own pioneering healing
work in some of the most challenging places around the world, Stevens invites you to
discover:Accessing the four elements of music-rhythm as medicine for the body, melody for the
heart, harmony for the soul, and silence for the mindConscious listening-how to open yourself
fully to the healing potential that music offersYour musical self-accessing your voice, spirit, and
inner music for healing and changeClinical research, case studies, and stories that reveal
music's extraordinary capacity to reduce stress, prevent illness, and strengthen the immune
systemHow music connects us to each other and creates community, even in places of war and
conflictInspirational guidance on how to use music for spirituality, personal growth, and well-
beingHealing playlists-each chapter features valuable download recommendations and links for
selecting healing musicThe drum massage, creating your power song, full-body listening, and
other effective and enjoyable practices“Music's medicine awaits your discovery,” says Christine
Stevens. “I invite you to release any doubts that you are musical, and to realize the power of
music to nourish your body, mind, heart, and soul.” With Music Medicine, she provides a
thoroughly researched and practical guide for integrating the healing benefits of sound into your
life—and discovering the extraordinary transformation that occurs when we liberate our own
inner music.“Music can provide the support we need in life's challenging moments, and more
importantly, music can become part of our daily routine for spirituality and health. Enjoy this
powerful path for your own healing—through the joy, and the great peace, of music.”—Joan
Borysenko, PhD, from the foreword of Music Medicine“Music Medicine brings home to our
hearts the truth that music is an organic medicine. Christine Stevens reveals how the intricate
beauty of harmony, rhythm, and song course through our veins, uniting us with the cosmic music
of the universe.”—Michael Bernard Beckwith, author of Life Visioning and Spiritual
Liberation“Music Medicine is an interstate of sound that awakens, soothes, dances, and
silences us.”—Don Campbell, author of The Mozart Effect and The Harmony of Health“Each of
Christine's lessons has helped me to become a musical instrument and a singer of my own
song.”—Bernie Siegel, MD, author of Love, Medicine, and Miracles“In this book, Christine
provides a powerful and educational curriculum for music therapists, musicians, and anyone
interested in music wellness. Music becomes the language to unite and heal across the
continents.”—Antoinette Follett, Editor-in-Chief, Making Music
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Marilyn A. Wilson, “Throw Away Your Highlighters and Enjoy. As a drum circle facilitator and
musician in Florida, I was eager to read another resource book to support my passion for
drumming and the global connection we are creating. So when Christine's book hit the racks, I
was one of the first to purchase it. As typical of me when reading a guide, an educational book,
a drum resource, I had my trusty yellow highlighter and my notebook to transfer the information
pertinent to my interests. By the middle of the first chapter, I realized I was highlighting almost all
of the pages and transferring almost all of the content to my notepad. After I good laugh, I put
them all down, I laid back in the recliner and read, read, read the entire book. This book is so full
of new information, ancient history, music & drumming theory, cultural nuances, and more -- that
I realized it was to be absorbed, embraced, and embodied - much like she mentions in her book
about the music medicine. To really resonate with the energy and intention of the book, we must
feel its RHYTHM in our BODIES; LISTEN to its MELODY with our HEARTS; HARMONIZE with
stories told and recreate these stories with our circles and our SOULS; and then absorb the
essence and purpose it radiates and sit in SILENCE allowing it to enter our SPIRIT core. I am
delighted to have this book as my #1 drum bible resource.....it is one of those books that each
time you read it you see, hear, and feel something different, something helpful, something to
share. I've already used the beginning chapter about the 4 elements of our body and rhythm, in
a recent full moon drum pow wow. It allowed us to listen differently to the music and allow it to
heal and inspire us. It was and will be a life-changer! Thank you Christine Stevens, my mentor
from afar, you've done it again!”

Ebook Library Reader, “The healing powers of music!. Music Medicine has become one of my
favorite books. Author, Christine Stevens, demonstrates her vast knowledge and love for the
healing power of music. Regardless of the readers background in music Steven's brilliant writing
guides the reader from the of basic rhythm to the magic of how scientific studies reinforce the
healing powers of melody, harmony and so much more. This must read book will offer something
for every one. Her added bonus is the ability to listen to music examples for each chapter. This
book offers us all the understanding of why music is so powerful.”

GHF, “It also tells you about studies done to show not only how music can heal you but how a
love for and connection to music is wired. (I'm 14 writing this on my mom's account)This was not
what I expected but very interesting anyway. It explains the psychology behind music and how it
can heal you. It includes an abundance of interesting facts and thought provoking stories about
people who were healed by music. It also tells you about studies done to show not only how
music can heal you but how a love for and connection to music is wired into our brains from birth.
It is quite an interesting read and I highly recommend it to all music lovers. (and if anyone tries to
tell you that playing music is a frivolous activity show them this book!!:) )”



Jay Schimke, “Powerful, insightful & far-reaching. An amazing 'sound' contribution .... Ever
notice the beauty & harmony in nature ... & wish this could somehow happen in your life as well?
Pure & Simple: 'Music Medicine' is the 'soul' available key resource to make it happen.Truly
profound yet practical, this is one of the few books I will prize, keep, share & use -*- literally for
life. More than a versatile, expansive guide & toolkit, Music Medicine supportively connects at
the heart ... to stabilize, encourage, & positively serve ... as an ongoing & evolving cherished
companion & advocate for life. This simply & soundly links 'music & leadership' in connected,
enlightening, life-expansive ways.  Why weight ... and wait for it to happen?  Get this now, for life.”

Mrs. P. Archell-thompson, “Four Stars. Interesting.”

moreno, “Ottimo libro. Un bel libro sul significato e senso del potere curativo della
musica.L'autrice bilancia bene la parte filosofico/spirituale con i dati ed esperimenti più
scientifici.Molto bella la playlist correlata”

DB, “If you are interested in music medicine...this book is very inspiring!. Wow...this is an
amazing book! Beautifully written....Body, mind, heart and soul.... and sciences...perfect
combination!”

The book by Steve Palmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 46 people have provided feedback.
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